Luxuruious
French
Regency
As The Gates Open in Holmby Hills, a solitary
vision of fairy tale splendor greets you
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S

ituated in the exclusive area of Holmby Hills, this luxurious French Regency
estate is the epitome of architectural details and master craftsmanship.
Measuring approximately 20,000 square feet of interior space, this exquisite property is situated on an expansive 60,000-square-foot mostly level lot.
The property consists of a 12-car security garage, full theatre with THX
sound, and wine cave. Built to utmost perfection, this lavish home includes 8
bedrooms, 11 bathrooms, magnificent entertainment rooms, and a state-ofthe-art kitchen with a walk-in refrigerator and freezer. Surrounded by breathtaking landscapes, this estate features a pool, spa, pool house, waterfalls, and
sprawling lawns.

opposite page: Drama reaches a zenith quickly at the melodious fountained
entrance, where the arching glass and iron doors of a symmetrical limestone
facade epitomizing palatial majesty greet you. above: The 30-foot-high arrival
foyer with beautiful French wainscoting paneling and breath taking staircase with
hand carved linen fold paneling on walnut appears to be a piece of art. The 18th
century Turkish chandeliers continue the drama that builds to a crescendo.
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left, above, and opposite top
right: The sumptuous 20,000
square feet continues into the
grand living room. Here, the
designer chose a pale golden
yellow to glorify the stunning
crown moldings and antique
white marble mantel-one of
13 fireplaces.
Hand-hewn
walnut paves the floor.

Julian Sahagun and
Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
performed 100% of the
woodwork
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A

s The Gates Open in Holmby Hills, a solitary vision of
fairy tale splendor greets you. Seldom in real life does
one encounter such beauty, such pure perfection-even
in the glamour capital of conspicuous consumption
surrounding Rodeo Drive.
When renowned Designer Julian Sahagun/Keystone
Cabinetry, Inc. was commissioned by the owners,
along with JMPV Developers, Inc., builders of 15
Ritz-Carlton Hotels, to transport Regency romance to
Southern California. The designer, himself, was not
fully prepared for the spectacular results. Regardless
whether you are inside or outside of the house, you
are swept away by the compelling beauty of Julian’s
craftsmanship and his intricate attention to detail
throughout the house. Julian and Keystone Cabinetry
Inc performed 100% of the woodwork.
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above: The professional kitchen
blends a state-of-the-art eight-burner Wolf range and walk-in refrigerator
and freezer franker double stainless
steel sink, two miele dish washers
with a massive center island adorned
with five-inch-thick Jerusalem fire
flame limestone. The extravagant
cabinetry with custom hand-carved
doors and molding with heavy carved
Island legs were handcrafted by the
designer. A butler ’s pantry supplies
four décor stainless steel warming
ovens and an espresso miele machine.
left: The formal dining room showcases the intricacies of the designer ’s
skills. opposite page: Full theatre
with THX sound.
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rama reaches a zenith quickly at the melodious fountained entrance, where the
arching glass and iron doors of a symmetrical limestone facade epitomizing
palatial majesty greet you. Once inside, the 30-foot-high arrival foyer with
beautiful French wainscoting paneling and breath taking staircase with hand
carved linen fold paneling on walnut appears to be a piece of art. The 18th
century Turkish chandeliers continue the drama that builds to a crescendo.
The sumptuous 20,000 square feet continues into the grand living room.
Here, the designer chose a pale golden yellow to glorify the stunning crown
moldings and antique white marble mantel-one of 13 fireplaces. Hand-hewn walnut paves the floor.
The dining room highlights another elaborately carved marble mantel. The professional kitchen
blends a state-of-the-art eight-burner Wolf range and walk-in refrigerator and freezer franker double
stainless steel sink, two miele dish washers with a massive center island adorned with five-inch-thick
Jerusalem fire flame limestone.
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“The wine-tasting room with the gorgeous cabinetry was
designed to fit 12,500 bottles that is reminiscent of the
baronial mood,” states the designer.

T

he extravagant cabinetry with custom hand-carved doors and molding with heavy
carved Island legs were handcrafted by the designer. A butler’s pantry supplies four décor stainless
steel warming ovens and an espresso miele machine. Counter pointing the lyrical living and dining rooms, the library is a masculine lair of rich mahogany waistcoat paneling surrounded by
columns and hand-carved capitals. The beautiful 17th century antique bookcases reproduction
punctuated with a handsome ebony marble fireplace define the palatial lines of the house.
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right: The owners’
suite is accented
with triple-crown
moldings. His and
her baths with an
infinity spa
emphasize the
room’s elegance.

The coffered-ceiling is breathtaking. The craftsmanship and the man-hours spent on creating this
room is a tribute to the designer’s commitment to
excellence.
The wine-tasting room with the gorgeous cabinetry
was designed to fit 12,500 bottles that is reminiscent of the baronial mood. A three-stage elevator
introduces the eight bedrooms and eleven baths.
The owners’ suite is accented with triple-crown
moldings. His and her baths with an infinity spa
emphasize the room’s elegance.
Other unique amenities are the 12-bay security
garage and, of course, the gorgeous Olympic-size
swimming pool with ethereal pool house-a gossamer vision of glittering loveliness on a summer
evening.
Embellished with gilded opulence, and imbued
with a radiance rivaling even the splendorous salons
of Versailles, it is this rhapsodic red-velvet jewel box
that you remember most.
for information
Julian Sahagun
Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
www.keystonecabinetryinc.com
E-mail: julian@keystonecabinetry.com
tel: 818.503.0493
fax: 818.503.1153
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